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RELEASE OVERVIEW
The following features are planned for the Web of Science on October 18, 2018. This document provides
information about each of the features included in this release. If you have any questions, please contact:
Nina Chang, Product Manager, Web of Science, at nina.chang@clarivate.com.

FEATURES
Expanded Open Access



More precise definition of gold
All available open access versions of an article available for assessment purposes

Modernized user experience


Small adjustments to the search to remove unnecessary links and text



New color palette

Multiple author addresses in Medline


Where available, multiple author addresses included in Medline

Browser support
Operating Systems:


WIN 7 – Recommended



WIN 10



Mac 10.9 – Recommended



Firefox 54 – Fully Supported



Firefox 54 – Fully Supported

Browsers for WIN:


Google Chrome 59 – Fully Supported



IE 11 – Fully Supported

Browsers for Mac:


Safari 10.X – Recommended



Safari 11.1.1

Note: WIN 7 is the only supported operating system compatible with IE 11.

Expanded Open Access enables clearer assessment
Web of Science invented Open Access search and discovery and we continue to lead innovation with deeper
discovery of millions of legal OA versions of articles. In this latest release, Web of Science now supports multiple
open access versions of an article as well as more narrowly refining open access that is accessible from a
publisher as DOAJ gold, other gold, and bronze.

Figure 1: Gold or bronze open access are now broken down into three subcategories: DOAJ gold, Other Gold, and Bronze and all open access
versions are now stored rather than just one. For illustration purposes only.

Refining the definition of gold
As definitions of open access evolve in the academic community, Web of Science refines their definitions of open
access versions that are available from a publisher’s site. In 2014 when Web of Science first identified open access
content, records from journals listed on the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ.org) were identified as
“gold”. In 2017, our partnership with Impactstory allowed us to identify additional open access content from
publisher sites that were not published in journals that were listed on DOAJ.org. This content could be articles that
an author chose to publish as open access within a subscription-based journal (aka “hybrid”) or they could be
articles that the publisher chose to make “free to read” for promotional purposes (aka “bronze”). In this October
2018 release, Web of Science now more precisely labels this publisher-hosted open access previously known as
“gold or bronze” by taking their copyright licenses into consideration.

Type OA

Definition

DOAJ Gold

Articles in Fully Gold Journals as defined by DOAJ

Other Gold

Articles identified by Impactstory as having a Creative Commons (CC) license that are not in DOAJ
journals. Majority are Hybrid.

Bronze

Free‐to‐read/Public Access articles on the publisher site that Impactstory identified as having a non‐
CC or unclear license. Includes both promotional and post‐embargoed (open archive) items.

Green Published

Final published version hosted on a repository (e.g. PubMed Central) as identified by Impactstory

Green Accepted

Accepted manuscript hosted on a repository (e.g. Author posted to IR). Final content, but not
typeset. As identified by Impactstory

Table 1: Definitions of Open Access used in Web of Science. Green Published versions according to DRIVER guidelines:
https://wiki.surfnet.nl/display/DRIVERguidelines/DRIVER-VERSION+Mappings. Always consult the copyright owner for any re-use or licensing
requests.

The additional clarity between “Other Gold” and “Bronze” allows funders who mandate that research they fund be
published as open access to assess compliance more easily. They can use the refine panel to separate articles
which are freely available to read (bronze) from those whose copyright licenses conform to their open access
definitions (DOAJ Gold or Other Gold).

All open access versions available for analytics
Inclusion of all open access versions of an article makes it easier for our users to extract more meaning, insight,
and value from critical research; gives our publishing partners greater exposure and usage of their OA content; and
delivers more value through free full text to our institutional customers. In previous releases, Web of Science has
established a precedence order that gave preferred status to the open access version closest to the version of
record available from the publisher. The “single best” open access so important for researchers seeking easy
access to read the full-length version has been supplemented with all open access versions available. In this
manner, organizations that require their authors to deposit a version of their research at a repository can check
compliance as the green open access versions are no longer overshadowed by the gold versions.
The multiple open access versions associated with a single article may be seen when the Full Record is outputted,
printed or emailed. An article that has multiple repositories from which an open access version can be accessed
will be noted one time; in other words, “green published” will appear once if a published version is available from
both PubMedCentral and Europe PMC.

Figure 2: Multiple open access status are available to output, print, or email in the Full Record format. For illustration purposes only.

Preference to “best” version at publisher site retained for full-text access
Researchers can confidently discover millions of free, legal versions of Open Access publications among the
searches they already perform every day across the Web of Science platform. To ensure these researchers have a
clear pathway to the best open access version, Web of Science highlights the best available open access full text
link on both the Search Results and Full Record. In this manner, institutions can be assured that they are providing
their users with the most comprehensive view of trusted Open Access and delivering easier access to more free full
text -- extending their library budgets and supporting Open Access initiatives.
If the best version of an open access article is not the final version hosted at a publisher website, the open access
link will be accompanied by a link to the publisher’s website to access the article of record.

Figure 3: A prominent link to the best open access version appears in the Search Results. If the best version is accessible at a repository, a link
to the article of record at the publisher will also be offered. For illustration purposes only.

Streamlined user interface highlights key functionality
Web of Science continues to modernize their user interface to make it easier to use by streamlining pages and
better utilizing space to bring more attention to key functionality. In this release, the overall look and feel makes the
following changes: (1) Replaces the dark grey in the header with clean, bright white so that the user can focus on
completing the task at hand; (2) Enlarges the screen width to increase white space to highlight key functionality; (3)
Adds Kopernio, the free browser extension that provides fast, one-click access to millions of research papers, to
the top cross-product navigation; (4) Expands the Help section to provide site wide access to more resources; and
(5) Simplifies the presentation of Searches and alerts.

Figure 4: New cleaner, brighter interface streamlines the user experience to make it easier for a user to focus on completing the task at hand.
For illustration purposes only.

New resources now available from Help include (1) Master Journal List, which is a freely accessible, searchable list
of journals selected for indexing in Web of Science Core Collection and related databases and (2) Web of Science
APIs, a portal for developers who are supporting search and data integration using Web of Science data

Figure 5: Help expanded to include Master Journal List and Web of Science APIs. Searches and alerts simplified for consistent navigation. For
illustration purposes only.

Changes to the main search pages include (1) Removing “Search” from the blue navigational row because it is not
needed to take the user back to search when they are already on a search page; (2) Removing the “reset” button
when searches only contain a single row (the reset appears when additional fields are added); and (3) Moving the
promotional and support information from the bottom of the main search page as they are accessible in other
locations.

Figure 6: Green highlighting indicates areas where items were removed to streamline the search experience. For illustration purposes only.

Multiple author address support in Medline
Medline has enriched their data by capturing multiple author addresses. With this release, Web of Science will
begin to display these multiple author addresses for newly added Medline records as available. When the Medline
database is updated to the 2019 baseline, multiple author addresses provided by Medline prior to this release will
be available for Medline content loaded to Web of Science.

Figure 7: Newly updated Medline records will display multiple author addresses as available.. For illustration purposes only.

